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Abstract (Oral Presentation) 
During July–September 2018, supported by NOAA IOOS and the US Naval Oceanographic 

Office, OCOVI deployed five NAVO LBS-G 200m Gliders in US Virgin Islands waters. Gliders 
operated over 250 total days, and collected more than 12,000 Temperature-Salinity profiles in the 
upper 200 m, primarily to evaluate upper ocean heat content for improving the performance of 
ocean models for hurricane intensity forecasting. Gliders were placed in a rough N-S line from NW 
of St. Thomas to W of St. Croix, a span of 100 km, part of the “Hurricane Glider Picket Fence”. 
Some takeaways from initial data analysis include: 
⁃ Compared to climatology, 2018 conditions in the regional upper ocean were warmer, with a 
roughly 15 % higher UOHC; and more stratified, with lower near surface and higher deeper salinity 
and density.  
⁃ The same salinity/density disparity applied to glider-Hycom GOFS 3.1 model comparisons, 
although temperature comparisons showed a smaller difference. 
⁃ Mean upper 200m transport from gliders was westward, while it was eastward in the Hycom GOFS 
3.1 model. 
⁃ In the WOD18 data base, there are 33 profiles in the area covered by these gliders during 2005-
2017. In June-September 2018 there are now more than 12,000. A long-term glider program would 
improve the climatology (and model fields) of the region. 
⁃ Gliders were a useful tool in identifying and quantifying regional oceanic features, including the 
arrival of low-salinity surface waters from the south; and the presence of strong semidiurnal internal 
wave structures centered near the 60m pycnocline. These features are known to impact biological 
resources (coral reefs and fish behavior) near the coasts. 

Gliders are no strangers to the USVI; several significant missions, including the first 
extended deployments of the Slocum Thermal Glider, were launched from St Thomas. The 2018 
program engaged Oral the USVI community and UVI students, and raised their awareness of the 
value of ocean observations. OCOVI (a USVI based non-profit component of the US IOOS 
Caribbean Coastal and Ocean Observing System) has plans to continue working with NOAA, Navy, 
University of the Virgin Islands, Rutgers University, TWR, and regional states to expand the glider 
program to increase data availability and understanding of regional processes, from hurricane 
intensification to climate change.


